Court Reporting

reliability
Precision resources and
responsiveness in any place, at
any hour, across borders
and time zones

People. Partnership. Performance.

efficiencies delivered around
the world and around the clock
From Houston to Hong Kong, Epiq leverages cutting-edge technology and global
resourcefulness to help you more efficiently manage deposition details. With
consistent accuracy and reliability, Epiq delivers several solutions, including:

one-click, one-call
global scheduling

real-time court
reporting

state-of-the-art
conference
rooms

video
technologies &
services

transcription &
interpretation
services

virtual
depositions
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10,000+

5,000+

400+

8M+

corporate and law
firm clients

conference centers

court reporters with
an average of 18
years experience

pages of
depositions
taken annually

con dence
We’re the best at taking on large-scale, increasingly complex deposition and
court reporting tasks with efficiency, speed, and confidence—so our clients
can be the best in their fields.
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Magic Circle
firms are clients
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all

Am Law 100 firms
are clients

of the
Fortune 100
are clients

Seven Sister
Canadian firms
are clients

scalable technology and
in-depth management tools
Technology and software
Epiq Link™ is a fully-automated interface that
connects you online to your case from one
convenient site. It is easier than ever to view
and track depositions on the go from any
location in the U.S.

National accounts
The national account program is a concierge-level
partnership designed to create even deeper efficiencies
and capitalize on the many benefits of a preferred court
reporting relationship. The program addresses:
• High costs and inconsistent rates across cases and
geographies

Epiq Link™ features and functions

• Inconsistent quality due to the large number of court
reporting providers used

• Case management on an encrypted portal

• Administrative headaches related to invoicing irregularities

• Email notifications and job confirmations

• Time spent on vetting multiple vendors, which takes
highly paid legal professionals away from their core focus

• Job status tracking
• Secure download of transcripts and exhibits
• Search for files in several data fields
• Filtering for focused search results
• Save searches that dynamically update
• Set predefined views for searches
• Tag files for categorization and filtering
• Account/grouping for related jobs and orders

• Data security, all confidential data is maintained and
protected in one secure location rather than with
multiple vendors

Case management
When needed, Epiq’s case managers organize the
project’s details, locations and orders while acting as a
communication hub to minimize distractions from the
litigation process.

part of the solution—
in whole or in part
Whether you use our court reporting solutions alone or with our
other litigation support capabilities, we deliver efficiencies every
step of the way.

Information
governance

Identification

Preservation
& collection

Processing

Review

Analysis

Production

Presentation

Early case assessment/data management
Governance/discovery readiness
Legal hold/forensics
Collections, processing & hosting
Technology assisted review (TAR)
Managed document review
Court reporting/evidence management
Pre-trial preparation and trial presentation
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production
As the litigation process moves from complexity to clarity,
Epiq resources and resourcefulness help you streamline
matters to save time, money and energy—night and day,
around the world.

Business Process Solutions
Class Action & Mass Tort
Court Reporting
eDiscovery
Regulatory & Compliance
Restructuring & Bankruptcy

epiqglobal.com

Call to schedule a deposition
1.800.735.6005
Securely schedule your deposition
online through Epiq Link
link.epiqglobal.com
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